SKYROS

Ø 150 mm.

Aerial Camera
Skyros is an exploration
to change one’s perspective of
capturing experiences. It is an
Aerial Camera which takes
unparalleled overhead
photographs and can also
transform to a conventional
camera. It illuminates a unique
viewpoint from where one can
understand the relationship with
one’s environment in a
refreshing new light.

Change your Perspective

210 mm.
Ø 77 mm.

RF Transmitter and Receiver

Your Environment,
with You.

Stanford Lawns, California

OR

International Fountain, Seattle

OR

Amelia Earhart Earthworks, Kansas

OR

SKYROS
AERIAL

CAMERA

Sensors guide camera
back to user

How It Works

Pneumatically launches
upto 40 metres

Birds eye-view photographs that would be taken by Skyros

SKYROS
AERIAL

CAMERA

Rings lock in to prevent launch

Safety Lock

The protective ring transforms
into a tripod when the user
wishes to launch it from the
ground. It can also be used as
a conventional camera when
the rings wrap around the
camera to communicate that it
is safe.

Sustainable Materials
EnPol ( Biopolymer ) Body of Skyros

100% recycled polycarbonate Barrel of launcher

Transformation

SKYROS
CAMERA

The launch button is isolated from
the rest of the buttons to minimise
chances of an accident.

Units: mm
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AERIAL

Interaction

LCD Display (Launch Mode)
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Changing Modes
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LCD Display (Play Mode)

95
161

SKYROS

Development & Feasibility

CAMERA

Plug

Paintball Gun

+

Safety

+

=
=

• Funai Inc., engineers advised suitable camera lens application

construction
9.6 × 9 × 8 mm.

Positional Sensor
Trim protects lens and prevents
the body to seperate into its two
piece parts on impact

Form Development

• T-shirtgun engineer
evaluated pneumatic
launch mechanism

Tshirt-gun is used
to launch t-shirts
during events

Visually Safe

Engineering

AERIAL

Compound E ye Camera

wide-angle lens
150 ˚

Positional Sensor

• Nano Inertia Measurement Unit (MEMSense) 46 × 23 × 13 mm.
Currently used in Radio Controlled planes for same purpose

Project completed. Not yet in production.

SLIMDESK
Height Adjustable Task Table

Competitive Analysis

Knoll

Vitra

Steelcase

- cross member obstructs legs
- crank wastes table space
- slow

+ shelf remains at same height irrespective of table
height giving unity to the entire room
- slow

+ fast
- support in center obstructing legs
- change in load changes output

Crank actuated

Spring actuated

Workrite, Ahrend

Baker

+ no effort required
- dependence on electricity
- slow

+ memory preset postions
- no cross member

Electrically actuated

• Stackable Moulded Plywood Stool •
The Beauty of Geometry

Stack and store
Shelving system

• Stackable Moulded Plywood Stool •
SOGO is a versatile stool that could be
a simple seat to keep your drink on the
side. It could interlock with others to
form a a bookshelf, a laptop station, a
chess table or simply a center table in
the living room. It would be suitable
for people who move frequently and
so do not wish to invest in any single
type of furniture.

Side-table for drinks

Play a game of chess

Why are TV’s always black or
grey? With Focus group testing, I
was able to select colors which
were suitable to apply on televisions. The TV blends into the
interior with its multiple translucent layers and the color does not
distract the viewer. The speakers
are concealed within the layers
and the sound reaches the viewer
through multiple reflections as
shown in the sketch.

FITTO
• Compact Camcorder •
• Ergonomics

FITTO

+
+

-

Heavy Camcorders
More Stability
Less Convenient
Less Fatigue

• Compact Camcorder •

-

+

Compact lighter Camcorders
Less Stability
More convenient
More fatigue

Whichever way you pick up this
camcorder, it always slides to its
designed grip, thus providing
stability as well as minimum
fatigue to the user. The protruding tail of the camcorder fits
snugly between the thumb and
forefinger. The vertical position
of the forearm, while is use,
ensures more stability than
conventional compact camcorders and eliminates strain to the
wrist. For recording from close to
floor level, it can be held by its
front end as shown in the
picture. A groove designed on
the interface lets you slide from
one button to the other smoothly
and effortlessly.
Compact Light Camcorder

+ More Stability
+ More Convenient
+ Less Fatigue

Regular Grip

Low Level Filming Grip

FITTO
• Compact Camcorder •

Internal Part Positions
PCB
Lens
Battery
SD card
Flash
LCD Display

Interface

Three Piece mold

Swiv

• Kitchen DVD Player •
• The Design of Simple Motion

Swiv

• Kitchen DVD Player •
Primary concern was that the user
should be able to see it while doing
cooking, cutting vegetables and
washing dishes. So instead of
making the user lift and turn it,
it was designed to swivel, much lke
a tank so that one wheel rotates in
one direction and the 2nd wheel in
the opposite direction. So it essentially pivots in the center and
swivels in exactly the same position. The wheels ensure that the
user does'nt get wet hands over the
screen.

Wall mounted
Tabletop
• Portable
• Occupies table space
• Liquids could spill on it
• Better for viewing while
sitting

Cooking
Cutting vegetables

Washing dishes

Locations for the Mobile Swiv

• Steam could get inside
• Needs Wall mounting
• Not Portable
• Better for viewing while
standing

Swiv

• Kitchen DVD Player •

The approach is to move away
from the stereotypical electronic
aesthetic and make the hinges as
simple to understand as possible.
The wheels are silicon coated and
the small ball at its rear help rotate
the dvd player. The wheels can
slide into the body and the dvd
player gets portable.

Turn the wheel to
swivel the player

Adjust Screen while
watching

Each wheel
rotates in
opposite
directions
alloowing the
DVD to pivot
in its center

Flip Screen to
close

sphere
at rear
gives 3
point
contact
to
swivel.

Screen is
flipped to
close

It turns
Portable

SMILE

• Tubular Aluminum Lounge •
Where beauty and sustainability join hands

ADAPT
• Tubular Aluminum Lounge •

Based on tension, the chair
flexes gently inwards when
sat on, cradling your body.

The two independant supports for the seat
and the back act like two perpendicular
hammocks acting in conjunction. Their
seperate swings create an interesting and
pleasant confusion.

VISUALLY PLEASING
• Tubular Aluminum Lounge •

The design gives the illusion that a single
continuous tubular aluminum rod was bent
to form the chair. The dynamic bends pique
interest by taking the viewer’s eyes on a
journey along its entire outline.

Eliminates the need of a
seperate steel bar for armrests
by integrating the seat with
the armrests
The Fabric is hand stitched
with rubber lining at the
armrests to prevent the seat
from sliding.

While leaning back,
the steel tubes on
either side of the
backrest brush against
your shoulders giving
a suprisingly
reassuring feeling of
balance

The dramatic bend
here conveys that
the backrest is taut

Ample place
under the seat for
feet

SAVE
• Tubular Aluminum Lounge •

100% Aluminum
The main structure of the chair is 100% aluminum
which can be completely recycled. The tubes are bent
to shape and snap into each other with a friction fit.

+

Organic Fabric
The backrest and seat is made with Organic fabric.
This allows for a safer and softer feeling of touch. The
fabric ends are looped to easily slip them on the tubes.
Simplifies Life Cycle
The aluminum tubes split into 8 parts for smart space
packaging and material recovery. The fabric is rolled for
compact shipping. The entire chair can be assembled or
disassembled in 3 minutes.

14

42

Efficient shipping

31
7

27

Total weight 7 lbs.

31

Wander.

VROMONAS
• Water Craft • Underwater Camera • Propulsion Unit
• Design Strategy
• Brand Identity
• Design Language

Wonder.

Customizable
Features

VROMONAS
• Water Craft • Underwater Camera • Propulsion Unit

Target Audience

Mission Statement

Adrenaline
Rush Driven

• Aims at providing affordable
recreational opportunities above
and below water to discover the
beauty of sea life

Nature Viewing Driven

• It shall be at the vanguard of
quality and customization and shall
nurture
understanding and respect of the
sea habitat.
• The Unique Selling proposition
shall be Marine Exploration.

No Features

Brand Positioning
2 * 2 Matrix

Tactic
• Product placement of Vromonas
will occur first on Wildlife and
Nature channels like the National
Geographic and Discovery Channel.
This will pique the viewers interest
before it is publicly launched.

Competitive Analysis

Form Vs Color

Linear Analysis

VROMONAS

• Water Craft • Underwater Camera • Propulsion Unit

VROMONAS

• Water Craft • Underwater Camera • Propulsion Unit
• Personal Water Craft
Want to Dive? Lets JIVE !
• Underwater Propulsion Unit
Want to Scuba? Lets JUBA !
• Underwater Camera
Have a Story to Tell? Lets

FDM scaled Model

JEL !

FLUP
• Mirage Maker •
• Concept Vehicle

FLUP

Development of Form

• Mirage Maker •

Abstract Sculptures
Experiments in Color

The goal of this project was to design a
new unique vehicle. It begins with
abstract sculptures which are interesting
from all angles. This is done so that
preconceptions of what it should look
like are minimised. This is followed by
perspective sketches of the sculptures
with a focus on innovative ways in
which it will interact with humans.
Color is applied to these sculptures to
get new ideas. The design chosen for
development is called the Flup. The
Flup was selected as its three dimensional form, as well as its derived
function were enigmatic and dynamic.
It seemed to have a good potential for
developing the design further.
I started with a paper based concept
and progressed to a foam model in
stages. As you will see in the screen
showing the developmental stages later,
each step of development leads to the
design being more interesting and clear.
A surface study was done and a wire
model was also built in order to arouse
more interest in the vehicle.

Wire Model to define surface

Final Design

FLUP

Flup’s environment
and locomotion

• Mirage Maker •
Drawings were done to
effectively tell its story.

The Interior of Flup

The Handle to drive Flup

The kind of people that would use Flup

